
Problem
As the litigator for a very document intensive case 

crossing state lines, Ms. Birg was faced with an all 

too common logistical nightmare. One of her 

deposition witnesses was in a neighboring state, and 

the subject matter included thousands of pages of 

exhibits. Specifically, her deposition had:

237 exhibits (5,585 pages)

50,265 total printed pages
Documents that would fill about 14 Bankers Boxes

and weigh about 448 lbs to be shipped, adding risk 

that the deposition could be delayed by a third 

party shipping service or that documents might be 

lost en route

A client in a third state who wanted to follow 

along in the deposition remotely

Solution
With these logistical issues in mind, Ms. Birg realized 

the potential increased efficiency that AgileLaw 

could bring to this deposition:

Exhibits could be uploaded digitally without the 

need to bring paper copies

Exhibits could be organized quickly using the 

software’s simple “drag and drop” feature

Traveling to the deposition would be easier, and 

would only require Ms. Birg and her staff to carry 

their laptops and tablets

Remote participants would be able to log in and 

review the exhibits that were revealed to the 

witness

Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough

LLP is a large firm headquartered in

Columbia, SC. With over 500

attorneys, policy advisors, technical

specialists, consultants, and other

professionals practicing at Nelson

Mullins’ 14 locations, they are able

to provide advice and counsel in

litigation, corporate, securities,

finance, intellectual property,

employment, government relations,

regulatory, and other needs of

clients.

Erika Birg is a partner at Nelson

Mullins who focuses her practice on

commercial litigation, alternative

dispute resolution, business torts,

contract disputes, trade secrets,

computer fraud and non-compete

matters.
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Results

Learn more

Erika Birg

Partner, Nelson Mullins

Despite using this new technology for 

the first time, the deposition was much 

smoother with AgileLaw than it would 

have been using paper exhibits.”“

In a single deposition, 

Nelson Mullins was able 

to save their client $1,616 

by using AgileLaw.

Learn more

Learn how AgileLaw's paperless 

deposition software can help your firm. 

Schedule your 1-on-1 demo today.

About AgileLaw
AgileLaw makes cloud-based solutions to help lawyers go completely paperless.

Plus…

Preparation time was reduced

Client was able to join remotely

Traveling was easier and less stressful
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